Embassy of India
Phnom Penh

Announcement of Scholarship for Hindi Language in India [2020-2021]
(Diploma Courses and Postgraduate Course)
[Last date of Application: 17th March, 2020]

NOTICE

The Central Institute of Hindi i.e. Kendriya Hindi Sansthan, Agra under Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government of India is offering Scholarship for meritorious Cambodian student desirous of pursuing Hindi Diploma courses and postgraduate course in this institute in the academic year 2020-2021.

Interested and eligible candidates can obtain application form from Embassy of India. They can also download the application form at the institute’s website: www.khsindia.org. This scholarship under Promotion of Hindi Abroad Scheme also include return economy class air ticket to the nearest airport and 03rd AC train fare to the Institute, if required, in addition to Living Allowance and other facility given.

Eligibility:

- Minimum qualification: Twelve (12) years of school (10+2) or college education.
- The candidate must have a minimum written and oral proficiency in Hindi or/and English.
- The candidate must have basic skills in Computer operating.
- The candidate must have a working E-mail ID.

For any additional information / guidance, and submission of application, students may contact Mr. Adarsh Kumar Mishra, Second Secretary (Education) by Email: itec.phnompenh@mea.gov.in OR Tel.: 023 210912 /913; Mob.: +85517666814 / 017710798.

The last date for submission of application form is 17th March, 2020 (Monday). Students applying for scholarship should be between the age of 21 years to 35 Years at the time of admission.

****
ស្ថានទូតឥណ្ឌា ភ្នំពេញ

ពេចក្តីជូនដំណឹងអាហារូបក្រណ៍ម្រាប់ថ្ននក់

ស្ក្មាប់និស្សិតកមពតជា ដែលមានអាណ្តប់អារមមណ៍បនាវគ្គស្ិកា ភាសា ហិណឌី នូវវគ្គស្ិកាស្ញ្ញាបក្តនិងបរិញ្ញាបក្តជាន់ខ្ពស្់

វិទ្យាស្ថានកណ្តាលបណាតុះបណ្តាលភាសា ហិណឌី ឬមានឈ្មុះថា Kendriya Hindi Sansthan, ទ្យីក្កុង Agra ដែលស្តីឈើឈក្ោមក្កស្ួងអភិវឌ្ឍន៍ធនធានមនតស្សរដ្ឋាភិបាលឥណ្តឌផ្ាល់ជូននូវអាហារូបករណ៍ស្ក្មាប់និស្សិតកមពតជា ដែលមានអាណ្តប់អារមមណ៍បនាវគ្គស្ិកា ភាសា ហិណឌី នូវវគ្គស្ិកាស្ញ្ញាបក្តនិងបរិញ្ញាបក្តជាន់ខ្ពស្់

បំពែរូស្ធីរូងមុខប្រការប្រយោជន៍កើតដំណឹងកំពុងមិត្តភាព ហើយអាចទាក់ទ្រងឈោក Adarsh K. Mishra ឈលខាំផ្នកអប់រាំតាមរយៈEmail: itec.phnompenh@mea.gov.in ឬ ឈលខ្ទ្យូរស្ពទៈ023 210 912/13; 017666814/017710798។

ស្ក្មាប់បដនាម ឬោរដ្ឋក់ពាកយ អាចទាក់ទ្រងឈោក។

* * * *